
Story: Once upon a time there was soul.

by "Happy Dayu", a.k.a. Dayawanti D'Sa

What Not to "Pardon"?

Once upon a time there was soul.  This soul was a happy soul, shining oh, so

bright!  Then this soul came to a land called Earth. Some of her happiness and her 

light dwindled. She did not know why.  

One day, she met a man and woman called Michael and Jeanie Ryce , who taught 

her about something that enveloped her soul which was making her light dimmer 

and dimmer, called NON-BEING MIND.  They spoke of a language called 

Aramaic, and of teachings (written in this language) of a man called Yeshua who 

had lived two thousand years ago, a "physics" teacher who had taught his 

students about how the mind works.

Michael Ryce is known worldwide as "TheForgiveness Doctor." He has been 

teaching True Forgiveness around the globe for 40 years now.  Michael and 

Jeanie explained to this soul how to clear away beliefs in this NON-BEING MIND 

that had put a dimmer switch over her soul. They taught her a method called a 

FORGIVENESS WORKSHEET, which was nothing at all about what she knew 

forgiveness to be....and Michael emphatically said, "Don't forgive" others, rather 
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than "Do forgive" others in the TRADITIONAL SENSE OF FORGIVE which means 

to pardon them for wrongs they had done.  This confused her at first.  Why 

shouldn't we pardon others?  Wasn't that a good thing? He explained, TRUE 

FORGIVENESS had nothing to do with pardoning, because to pardon someone, 

you'd first have had to blame them.  Blame, he said, comes from NON-BEING 

MIND, so there is no need to "pardon anyone". 

He further explained that TRUE FORGIVENESS had to do with clearing away B.S. 

(Belief Systems) that were in our mind, our cellular memory, from our own 

experiences and from the experiences of generations-worth-of-family-members-

from-the-past (parents, grandparents, great-grandparents etc.) - as every thought, 

word and deed was actually stored in our cellular memory. He explained that there 

was a multi-generational data bank within us, which stored generations worth of

B.S., which were NOT TRUE!  So true forgiveness meant, just remembering who 

we were, which is LOVE, as we cleared away this B.S. (anything less than love) 

and realized that the-beliefs-we-believe-to-be-true, were actually not true - they 

were false data, that generations worth of our families had believed to be true, but 

were actually corrupt information based in fear and hostility, causing dis-ease in 

our energy fields. Fascinating! Enlightening! Freeing! 

This soul wanted to hear more, to learn more, she was thirsty for knowledge of 

coming back to her original state of Love, and so she went to further intensive 

classes and a Teacher's Training for three weeks that summer of 2011 in a quiet 

sanctuary in the Ozark Mountains, called Heartland.

And there, she learned to how to get her light shining again, as she got lighter and 

lighter, having thrown away her B.S. - bit by bit, day by day, one step at a time.  

Her light is shining brighter each day, as she clears away more of her B.S. each 

day.  Oh, she feels so much brighter now! She is now, "Happy Dayu".

Join Happy Dayu on skype as she does free sessions of FORGIVENESS 

MOMENTS (starting the week after Thanksgiving) with all who are interested - add 

the skype id: allowtheflow 

Dayawanti D'Sa, a.k.a "Happy Dayu", the author, a mathematician-turned-applied-

kinesiologist will be teaching professionals in 4 one-one-one sessions how to do 

these FORGIVENESS WORKSHEETS. This is her personal gift to the planet.  The 

asks for no money.  She asks only, that each recipient  FORGIVE IT

FORWARD....pass it forward to others in their sphere of influence....in other

words, do their own forgiveness work, then teach it to a few other souls....so it can 

create ripples of true forgiveness on Earth.  If you are a professional with a sphere 

of influence, believe this may help you and those in your sphere of influence, have 

access to skype, and you'd like to learn this amazing "old" technology brought to 

you in a new easy understandable fashion, then please contact Dayu at 

gojollymolecules@gmail.com Many of Dayu's clients and students (who recently 
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completed a 2-month PROJECT MOMENTUM for EVERYONE by Nov 17th) say 

to her, "Dayu, you explain it so simply that I can easily understand it."  Dayu has 

put together some simple explanations that make it easier to understand, from the 

plentiful information that Michael shares with us so generously,  This new project, 

PROJECT MOMENTUM for PROFESSIONALS runs from Nov 19th, 2011 to Jan 

19th, 2012 , on skype id: allowtheflow   Join Dayu on facebook:

www.facebook.com/dayawanti.dsa

Michael and Jeanie's website is www.whyagain.com and those who are interested 

can read or listen to their free e-book or audio book, WHY IS THIS HAPPENING 

TO ME AGAIN? They have many free downloads from their website, and they also 

have a daily radio show on the internet. They gladly receive donations from those 

who have benefited, and would like to share their appreciation, to support their 

work.  Many years ago, Michael had also taught another author, James Redfield, 

who had written a book called, "The Celestine Prophecy" which was a bestseller in 

the 90's. James has highly honored Michael in this work, as his teacher.
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